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llinois Sheriffs NULLIFY Rifle Ban! – Interview with Chad
Caton, host of I’m Fired Up on RVM
https://media.blubrry.com/1462062/thenewa
merican.com/assets/podcast/2AForToday/2A
_230126_ChadCaton.mp3
Podcast: Play in new window | Download
(Duration: 37:17 — 34.1MB)
Subscribe: Android | RSS | More

Chad Caton invited Zoe on his show today to
talk about the Illinois Sheriffs who have
taken a stand against what they believe to
be an unconstitutional order.
When a sheriff seriously considers his role
as a lesser magistrate whose duty is to
secure the rights of the people first, that
sheriff is fulfilling their duty as a
Constitutional officer. Laws that make
criminals of the American people for
expressing their God given and inalienable
rights should never be enforced and our
guards should be willing (with the support of
the people) to abstain from enforcement and
force the courts to address what those
officers (elected by the people) perceive as a
trespass of the rights of the people.

We find the major media lauding this form of nullification when it advances causes that they support.
Colorado is nullifying federal drugs laws. California is nullifying federal immigration laws. Do the media
equally narrate their contempt for CO, or CA nullification? Did they uniformly decry cities, states, and
municipalities not cooperating with ICE as “extreme?”

In a perfect world, every Sheriff and AG would be a check on the tyranny of authoritarians and the
majority first, because that is the primary duty of the governing: to secure our rights.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.
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